Bridget Washington, The Passion Inspirator™ empowers you with jolting inspiration and out of the box breakthrough strategies that empower you to take action to live your life to the fullest, and walking in the destiny and purpose your life was intended to be! As she shares her experiences and wisdom, Bridget empowers others to dream big and step out on faith to create an audacious life without limits. You will leave her presentations feeling energized and confident that you can live the life you desire!

**Dynamic Topics Include:**

**The Fanatical Series (Signature Program):** Let’s get crazy and excited about our lives! This signature series will have you fired up to ramp up your life to levels unimagined! Choose from Fanatical Faith, Fanatical Goals, Fanatical Purpose, Fanatical Success, a combination of topics, or all them!

**Destiny Is Calling - Are You Listening:** Are you living a mundane life? Have you hushed the sound of your dreams because you are too busy aiding in the fulfillment of others dreams? We can be consumed so much with other things and people that we forget to look at what makes us truly happy! You’ll leave this empowering talk with strategies to listen to destiny, reclaim your life and start living the way you were meant to live. Now is the time!

**Rock Your Magnificence:** God has designed you to be Magnificent, so why don’t you feel like it? With this powerful presentation, you will find the 5 great keys that will catapult you into thinking, believing, owning, and rocking the Magnificent you!

**Kick Rocks Without Socks:** There are so many things in life that can weigh you down! But you don’t have to let it stay that way- tell your circumstances to kick rocks without socks! In this breakthrough presentation, learn how to identify what is holding you down, and strategies on how to eradicate them from your life - for good!

*Topics can also be requested to suit your needs!

**Workshops:**

**Discovering Your Purpose:** You were born for a purpose. In this workshop you will get clear on why!

**The Power of Execution: A Cerebral Experience:** Why stop at creating a vision board? This workshop takes you beyond the vision board to execution. You will leave with a renewed focus and specific action plan to fulfill your goals and dreams!

**Punch Procrastination in the Face:** Do you wait until the last minute to finish tasks? Do you allow the issues of life to stand in your way? In this highly interactive workshop you will learn how to knock it out of your life for good!

*Bridget’s high energy programs empowers those to:

• Spark their imagination to create a bold vision
• Walk in boldness that exude confidence, not intimidation
• Have a fire charged assurance and concrete confidence to overcome life’s challenges, no matter what

Bridget Washington, "The Passion Inspirator", is a highly empowered Global Passion Strategist, Speaker, and Author. She is the founder of BriMari Global, a strategic brand whose mission is to equip the trailblazer in becoming a champion of their purpose and passion. Bridget is the author of Fanatical: Living a God Inspired Life You Are Crazy About (www.fanaticalthebook.com).